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Generation of longitudinally polarized multi-segment 
optical needles by tightly focusing RPBG beam* 
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In this paper, an effective method to garner sub-wavelength longitudinally polarized multi-segment optical needle se-
quence by using a specially designed hybrid filter (HF) in a high numerical aperture (NA) objective focusing system is 
proposed. The HF is coupled by a binary phase transmission function and a multi-segment modulation function, and 
the binary phase filter is designed by the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and acts on the radially polar-
ized Bessel Gaussian (RPBG) beam to obtain a longitudinally polarized optical needle with long depth of focus (DOF, 
6λ) and a sub-wavelength transverse spot size (0.430λ). The optical needle is with high uniformity of 98% and high 
beam quality of 96%, and the negligible sidelobe is 15%. On this basis, the multi-segment optical needle sequence 
with tunable spacing or number can be realized by the multi-segment modulation function. It is found that the HF 
makes the generation of multi-segment optical needle sequence more flexible and reliable. This research has broad ap-
plication prospects in material processing, particle acceleration, particle capture and other fields. 
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Based on the non-diffraction characteristics of Bessel 
Gaussian (BG) beam, the research of using BG vector 
light field to generate super-resolution light field in high 
numerical aperture (NA) objective lens system has been a 
hot topic in the research of light field modulation. In 
related research, by using the amplitude and phase modu-
lation, the radially polarized Bessel Gaussian (RPBG) 
beam can generate an optical needle with strong longitu-
dinally polarized composition, which has a wide range of 
applications in super-resolution microscopic imaging[1-3], 
optical micromanipulation[4,5], femtosecond laser micro-
nano processing[6-8] and high-density optical data 
storage[9,10]. Under the condition of tight focusing, the 
longitudinally polarized optical needle opens up a new 
field of the research of light field modulation because of 
its special polarization composition, super resolution 
transverse spot size and long depth of focus (DOF). 

Since the method of producing longitudinally polar-
ized optical needles in a high NA objective by modulat-
ing RPBG beams with a binary phase filter was re-
ported[11], more and more methods have been applied to 
the generation of optical needles with extremely long 
focusing depth and sub-diffraction transverse resolution, 
such as different optical systems[12-14], different vector-

polarized light sources[15-17] and different binary phase 
filters[18,19]. In addition, many attempts have been made 
to generate sub-diffractive optical needles using special 
media or lenses. At present, optical needles have shown 
superior performance in applications related to stimu-
lated emission depletion (STED)[20] and chiral materials 
sorting[13]. However, for the practical applications, the 
application efficiency of single optical needle is low, so 
the application of the modulation method generating the 
optical needle arrays can effectively improve the effi-
ciency of the optical needle in the relevant application. 
YU et al[21] reported a method for generating multistage 
optical needles in a 4π optical system by inverting the 
radiation field of an electric dipole array. Multi-segment 
optical needles can control the number of optical needles 
in the array and the spacing of adjacent optical needles to 
realize the adjustment of focal length and spacing. At 
present, the DOF of the single optical needle obtained by 
different types of light sources or modulation methods is 
limited. The optical needle modulation method with an 
ultra-long DOF brings great pressure to the optimization 
algorithm, and it is difficult to ensure the uniformity of 
the light field intensity of the optical needle. Therefore, 
the generation and application of multi-segment optical 
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needle sequence will make up for the lack of axial focus-
ing ability of the single optical needle. For example, 
LUO et al[22] garnered a three-dimensional (3D) magnet-
ized needle array with arbitrary orientation, controllable 
number, and spacing in a high NA objective lens focusing 
system. The transverse size of the magnetized needle in 
the array is 0.36λ, and the DOF is 5.36λ. The number and 
position of the needle array can be flexibly modulated in 
the focusing volume. It can be seen that the research of 
using different optical systems or different optical modu-
lation methods to generate 3D multi-focal optical needle 
arrays is gradually attracting people's attention. 

In this paper, a hybrid filter (HF) coupled by a binary 
phase filter and a pure-phase filter is proposed to generate 
longitudinally polarized multi-segment optical needle se-
quences. Based on the vector diffraction theory, the binary 
phase filter transmissive function after being processed by 

the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is cou-
pled with the multi-segment modulation function, and 
acted on an RPBG beam to garner the multi-segment opti-
cal needle sequence in a high NA objective lens system. 
Then, the multi-segment optical needle sequences with 
different spacings and numbers of optical needles are gen-
erated and analyzed. This method has excellent flexibility 
and provides a reliable technical path for the generation of 
3D multi-focal needle array. 

Fig.1(a) presents the principle of generating the multi-
segment optical needles by focusing an RPBG beam in a 
high NA focusing system. The phase of the RPBG beam in 
the pupil plane is modulated by the HF. Subsequently, the 
multi-segment optical needle sequence can be generated in 
the focusing space through a high NA objective lens. The 
geometric focal spots O represent the origin of rectangular 
coordinates (x, y, z) and cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z).  

 

Fig.1 Principle of single optical needle generated by tightly focused RPBG beam with the modulation of the HF 
filter in the high NA objective system: (a) High NA objective focusing system with the HF; (b) Structure of the HF 
to generate the single optical needle; (c) Electric field of the optical needle in the focus space 

 
Based on the vector diffraction theory[23], in the high 

NA objective focusing system, the electric fields of the 
tightly focused RPBG beam in the focus region can be 
expressed as 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,r r z zr z E r z E r z E e e                           (1)
 where er and ez are the unit vectors in the radial and axial 

directions, respectively. Er(r, z) and Ez(r, z) are the am-
plitude distributions along the unit vectors er and ez in the 
focusing space written as  
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where A is the amplitude constant, θ is the value of the 
convergence, α=arcsin(NA/n0) is the maximum value of 
θ, and the refraction index of the medium is n0·k=2π/λ, k 
represents the wave number in free space, and λ is the 
incident laser wavelength. Jn is the Bessel function of the 
first kind with order n (n=0, 1). l0(θ) is the amplitude 
distribution of the incident BG beam, which can be ex-
pressed as  
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For l0(θ), β0 is the truncation parameter. M(θ) is the 
transmission function of the HF, which can be written as 
Eq.(5a)[24] 
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where T(θ) is the transmission function of the optical 
needle. N is the number of the belts. Ai is the amplitude 
coefficient, and cosθ · sin3θ is the coefficient of com-
pressibility. ki is the phase coefficient. To generate an 
optical needle, the amplitude coefficient Ai and phase 
coefficient si need to be optimized with a PSO algo-
rithm[25]. To garner a multi-segment optical needle se-
quence, the multi-segment modulation function P(zd) is 
introduced in the HF. For the multi-segent modulation 
function P(zd), the parameter D is integer, giving the total 
number of the prescribed unit optical needle of the multi-
segment optical needle sequence. The range of d is 
(1~D), and (−zd+z0) denotes the axial displacement of the 
optical needle in the multi-segment optical needle se-
quence. The parameters zd and z0 represent the spatial 
coordinates and the origin of spatial rectangular coordi-
nate system, respectively. 

To generate the phase diagram of the multi-segment 
optical needle sequence, the HF is adopted to encode the 
spatial phase of tightly focused vector light beams. Based 
on the vector diffraction theory, the parameters n0=1, 
NA=0.95, λ=515 nm are set in Eqs.(2) and (3), and the 
truncation parameter 0 for the Gaussian beam and the 
BG beam is set to 1. Subsequently, the multi-segment 
optical needle sequences are generated with the RPBG 
beam. 

Before generating the multi-segment light needle se-
quence, we first generated a single light needle in the 
focusing space by using HF modulated RPBG beam. The 
normalized electric field intensity distribution of the sin-
gle light needle is shown in Fig.1(c). For the single opti-
cal needle, the amplitude coefficient Ai and phase coeffi-
cient ki, which are processed by the PSO, are 0.735, 
1.168, 0.610 and 1.015, 2.012, 3.060, respectively. As 
shown in Fig.1(c), the DOF of the optical needle is 6λ, 
and the full width at half maxima (FWHM) is 0.43λ, the 
electric field intensity of side-lobe is less than 15%, and 
the normalized electric field intensity is higher than 98%. 
The beam quality of the optical needle can be expressed 

as η=Φz/(Φr+Φz) and 0
2

0
=2π ( ,0) d

r

z zΦ E r r r  (r0 is the first 

zero point in the distribution of radial electric density). 
After calculation, the result of η is 96%. The result of η 
means that the optical needle with a strong longitudinally 
polarized composition in the focal space. 

The generation of multi-segment optical needle is 
based on the generation of the single optical needle in the 
focal space. The optical needle with long focal depth and 
sub wavelength transverse resolution is generated a 
RPBG beam which modulated by the T(θ), and then the 
multi-segment optical needle sequences is further real-
ized by coupling the multi-segment modulation function 
P(zd). Here, to obtain an optical needle with long DOF, 

sub wavelength transverse spot size and uniform inten-
sity, it is necessary to balance the amplitude factor Ai and 
phase factor ki. For the T(θ) in M(θ), the changes of am-
plitude factor Ai and phase factor ki will cause distortion 
of the electric field distribution of the optical needle. 
Among them, if the phase factor is ki too small or too 
large, the DOF of the optical needle will become longer 
or smaller, while if the amplitude factor Ai is too small or 
too large, the intensity uniformity of the optical needle 
will be directly affected. Therefore, the optimization of 
the algorithm is very important for the generation of op-
tical needle. The setting of algorithm program and objec-
tive function can be seen from our previous research in 
Ref.[25]. 

After the single optical needle generated, the multi-
segment optical needle sequence with different spacings 
and numbers can be generated by using the multi-
segment modulation function P(zd). Based on the vector 
angular spectrum theory, Eqs.(2) and (3) are written as 
their angular spectrum forms, and Fourier transform is 
performed on them to obtain the Fourier transform form 
of their weighted fields, so that the phase distribution of 
the pupil plane behind the high NA objective can be cal-
culated. The electric field distribution of the multi-
segment optical needle sequence is determined by the 
convolution of the Fourier transform of the multi seg-
ment modulation function P(zd). According to the Fourier 
phase conversion theorem, the multi-segment modulation 
function P(zd) can realize the modulation of multi seg-
ment optical needle sequences with different numbers 
and distances on the optical axis. It is worth noting that 
the HF M(θ) is composed of the amplitude-phase trans-
mission function T(θ) which generates the optical needle 
and the multi-segment modulation function P(zd). The 
generation of the multi-segment optical needle sequence 
is based on the generation of the single optical needle. 
The transmission function T(θ) and the multi-segment 
modulation function P(zd) that generate the optical nee-
dle can be considered to be mutually independent. There-
fore, the multi-segment modulation function P(zd) is 
compatible. For the commonly used azimuthally polar-
ized beams[13,14], by coupling the specially designed pure 
phase modulation filter T(θ) with the multi-segment 
modulation function P(zd), it is possible to generate the 
super resolution transverse polarization multi-segment 
optical needle sequences with long DOF, which is of 
great significance for the generation of multi-segment 
optical needle sequences by vector light fields with dif-
ferent polarization states. 

To our best knowledge, for the multi-focal spots array 
which like multi-segment optical needle sequence, the 
multi-focal spots array with high spatial resolution not 
only requires the multi-focal spots array to have a clear 
profile distribution, but also ensures the focal spot in the 
multi-focal spots array with a high beam quality. There-
fore, in the designing of the multi-segment optical needle 
sequence, the spacing and number of optical needles in 
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multi-segment optical needle sequence should be consid-
ered. On basis of the single optical needle, the multi-
segment optical needle sequence with different spacing 
and numbers are further analyzed, respectively. 

Fig.2(a)—(c) express the normalized electric field dis-
tribution of multi-segment optical needle sequences with 
different spacing. Each multi-segment optical needle 
sequence contains five optical needles, and the spacings 
of the optical needle in the multi-segment optical needle 
sequence are set as 8λ, 9λ, 10λ, respectively. The figure 
on the right is the phase diagram of the corresponding 
multi-segment optical needle sequence. As expected, the 
normalized intensity of the electric field distribution for 
the multi-segment needle sequence with different spacing 
(8λ, 9λ, 10λ) showed good uniformity, and there was 
almost no obvious interference between the optical nee-
dles in the multi-segment optical needle sequence, and 
each multi-segment optical needle sequence showed  

clear contour distribution. In addition, Fig.2(d)—(f) 
show the electric field distribution of multi-segment op-
tical needle sequences with different number of optical 
needles, and the spacing of adjacent optical needles in 
each multi-segment light needle sequence is set as 8λ, 
and the number of the optical needles in the multi-
segment optical needle sequences are 3, 4 and 6, respec-
tively. For the multi-segment optical needle sequences 
with different numbers of optical needle, the distribution 
of the sequences’ electric field still shows clear contour 
distribution, and the electric field distribution of the sin-
gle optical needles in the sequences show a good homo-
geneity. It can be seen that the multi-segment optical 
needle sequence generated by HF can effectively ensure 
the electric field of the single optical needle, which 
makes HF more flexible and reliable in the designing and 
generation of the multi-segment optical needle sequence 
with different spacing or number. 

 (5)

 
Fig.2 Normalized electric fields in the focal region of multi-segment optical needle sequence (Attached is the 
phase diagram of the light field): (a—c) Multi-segment optical needle sequences with different spacings (8λ, 9λ, 
10λ); (d—f) Multi-segment optical needle sequences with different numbers of optical needles (3, 4, 6) 

 
In order to quantitatively analyze the electric field dis-

tribution of the multi-segment optical needle sequences 
with different spacing and numbers of optical needles, 
we extracted the normalized electric field intensity curve 
of the multi-segment optical needle sequences, and the 
influence of the number and spacing of multi-segment 
optical needles on the single optical needle’s electric 
field is further studied. 

As we can see from Fig.3(a), the multi-segment opti-
cal needle sequences with different spacing (8λ, 9λ, 10λ), 
with the increase of the spacing, the uniformity of the 
electric field intensity for single optical needle is 
changed in different degrees. The normalized electric 
field intensity of the optical needle in each multi-
segment optical needle sequence is above 90%. How-
ever, for the multi-segment optical needle sequences, 
with an adjacent optical needle spacing of 9λ, the uni-

formity of the sequence’s electric field intensity is sig-
nificantly lower than that of other optical needle se-
quences. It is worth noting that compared with the opti-
cal needle sequence with a spacing of 9λ, the intensity 
uniformity of electric field for the multi-segment optical 
needle sequence with a spacing of 10λ is significantly 
improved. According to our experience, the uniformity of 
electric field intensity for the optical needles in multi-
segment optical needle sequence is mainly caused by the 
interference effect between adjacent optical needles. 
Therefore, reasonable setting the spacing of adjacent 
optical needles and effective optimization of the spatial 
structure of multi-segment optical needle sequence can 
make the multi-segment optical needle sequence have a 
good intensity homogeneity. 

As a contrast, the intensity uniformity of the optical 
needles in the sequence is significantly less affected by 
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the number of optical needles. As shown in Fig.3(b), for 
the multi-segment optical needle sequences with three 
optical needles, the distribution of the electric field for the 
two outermost optical needles shows slight fluctuations, 
and the intensity uniformity of the single optical needle in 
the sequence is still higher than 90%. However, for the 
multi-stage optical needle sequence with four optical nee-
dles, the uniformity of the electric field intensity of the 
outermost two optical needles is further improved, and the 
uniformity of the electric field intensity for the optical 
needle is not significantly changed. Similarly, we still find 
similar changes in the light needle sequence with six light 
needles. By comparing the electric field distribution of 
multi-segment optical needle sequences with different 
distances and numbers, we can find that when the spacing 
of the optical needle changes, the interference effect of the 
multi-segment optical needle sequence is obviously 
changed. Thus, the uniformity of the electric field intensity 
for the internal single optical needle is changed. This 
shows that in the design and application of the multi-
segment optical needle sequence, when the number of 
optical needles in the sequence is determined, the uniform-
ity of the electric field intensity of the optical needles in 
the sequence can be improved by reasonably modulating 
the spacing of the optical needles, thus effectively improv-
ing the resolution of the multi-segment optical needle se-
quence in the focus spacing. 
 

 
(a) 
 

 
(b) 

Fig.3 Curves of the normalized electric field intensity 
for the multi-segment optical needle sequences de-
signed by HF: (a) Curves of normalized electric field 

intensity for the multi-segment optical needle se-
quences with different spacings (8λ, 9λ, 10λ); (b) 
Curves of normalized electric field intensity for the 
multi-segment optical needle sequences with differ-
ent numbers of optical needles (3, 4, 6) 

 
In conclusion, an HF coupled by a binary phase filter 

and a pure-phase filter is proposed to generate longitudi-
nally polarized multi-segment optical needle sequences. 
Based on the vector diffraction theory, the binary phase 
filter optimized by the PSO algorithm is firstly used to 
the RPBG beam. In the high NA objective lens focusing 
system, a longitudinally polarized optical needle with 
sub-wavelength (0.430λ) transverse size and long DOF 
(6λ) is generated. The negligible sidelobe of optical nee-
dle is 15%, and the light field with high uniformity of 
98% and high beam quality of 96%. Then modulated by 
the HF, the multi-segment optical needle sequence in the 
focal space can be garnered. The multi-segment optical 
needle sequences with different spacings and numbers of 
optical needles are generated in the focal volume. By 
analyzing the electric field distribution of multi-segment 
optical needle sequence, we found that the influence of 
the optical needle spacing on the intensity homogeneity 
of the multi segment optical needle sequence is much 
greater than that of the optical needles number in the 
multi-segment optical needle sequence. For the practical 
application, such as femtosecond laser processing, fluo-
rescence imaging, optical trapping, the designing of the 
multi-segment optical needle sequence with a high spa-
tial resolution can be realized by reasonably adjusting the 
spacing of the optical needles. 
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